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University of Central Florida/Orlando

·Akers may try out for NFL
•

•

..
•

•

said. "They were impressed with my skills and
by Chris Brady
said I could stay with the men skill-wise."
SPORTS EDITOR
Akers said before the tryout that she thought
UCF soccer player Michelle Akers' attempt she might not be able to keep up with the
quicker play. She was pleased
to become the first female to play
with her overall performance
in a men's professional soccer
with the Lions.
league fell short Sunday.
"I could do the physical aspects
However, the shortcoming in
of the game and hold my own with
soccer may result in her being the
the other players," Akers said. "I
first female to play professional
knew where I was supposed to go
football.
on the field, but I just couldn't get
Akers, a four-time All-Amerithere quick enough."
can at UCF, participated in a tryAkers was nervous entering
out with the Orlando Lions of the
the practices about how the men
American Soccer League last
would react to her playing. Howweekend.
ever, she said the players were all
The two-day tryout was split
nice once they started playing.
into two sessions - skills and fitMlchelle Akers
ness. The practices began with 50
"Once they saw that I could
players and was cut down to 30 players, includ- play, they were all fantastic and very supporing Akers, after Saturday's session.
tive," Akers said.
The Lions did not offer anything definite to
Akers was cut after Sunday's practice by
Lions coach Gary Hindley, who trimmed the Akers as far as the future was concerned.
"For now, we don't have anything planned,"
roster to 25 players.
"He (Hindley) said they cut me because I was Akers saidaboutherfuture with the Lions. "We
basically too slow, which I knew already," the
SEE AKERS PAGE 5
two-time national college player of the year

SO women

"Expand
Horizons"
by Esta Krukln
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A conference on career opportunities for women in science and engineering drew
• approximately fifty young
women to UCF on Feb. 25.
The UCF program, "Ex• paneling Your Horizons in
Engineering, Science and
Mathematics," was open to
girls in the Central Florida
' area in grades 8 through 11,
and is part of a growing national "Expanding Your Horizons" network.
The all-day conference began with hands-on workshops
and concluded with afternoon
panel discussions.
UCF Industrial Engineering Professor Dr. Lucy Morse
coordinated the program.
Morse is the only female Ph.D.
holder in the UCF College of
En~neering. Dr. Marilyn
Whisler, retired UCFpolitical
science professor, assisted
with establishing the program.
According to Morse, the
purpose ofthe program was "to
familiarize young women with
a different variety of careers,

Thursday March 16, 1989

Presidential Finalists
These are the final five candidates up for the position of UCF
p;~sid~nt. E~ch candid ate wi~I be o~ campus next week for a two-day
v1s1t to interview and meet with university leaders, faculty, students
and Central Florida business leaders.
. The candidates were selected .Monday after a two-hour meeting
with the UCF Search and Selection Committee and the Board of
Regents Selection Committee.

Dr. Steven Altman. president of Texas A&I University
Dr. Roy McTarnaghan, vice chancellor for Academic Programs of the Florida University System
Dr. Dale Nitzschke, president of Marshall University in Huntington, West Virginia
Dr. Kala Stroup, president of Murray State University, Murray, KY
Dr. James Woodward, senior vice president at the University
of Alabama, Birmingham

Alumni Plaza
gets under way
the Alumni Plaza will serve
as a "showcase area for
those alumni who have
The newly-erected chain donated $1,000 or more to
link fence around the front the Alumni Trust Fund."
of the administration build- The money will be used for
ing marks the beginning of merit scholarships.
construction on the Alumni
Inclu ded in the plaza is a
Plaza. The plaza is being brick wall which contains
built by Ken-Lin Landscape personalized bricks repreContractor s and Hunter - senting each donator to the
elson Contractors, who alumni fund. The walls can
say it will be fi nish ed in late h ouse up to 1,000 bricks,
May.
and, so far, donations h ave
According to Dean added up to 250 bricks.
Mcfall, director of UCFs
SEE PLAZA PAGE 5
public affairs department,

by Cynthia Masslno

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Alumni Plaza constru~tion ··
Construction of the Alumni Plaza began Tuesday and
should be finished by the end of May. The plaza will be
inf ront of the administration building facing Gemini Blvd.
Walls around the plaza will be made with bricks enscribed with the names of alumni who contributed
$1,000 or more to the university.
There are plans for a pegasus sculpture to be erected
in the inner circle later.

&tc Paraorw/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

HAPPY ST. PATIY'S
Kappa DeHa is sponsoring their third annual bridal fashion show
Saturday. Proceeds will help with the prevention of child abuse.

SEE HORIZONS PAGE4

SPORTS
• The UCF baseball team
entered the national poll
with a No. 30 ranking. The
team hosts the annual
spring classic next week
• and both tennis teams prepare for a busy week.

OPINION
• This edition's editorial
takes a poke at those
Dawgs over in Student
Government. Letterstothe
Editor air views about Karl
Marx, the Gay Club, and
the newcomRuterbuilding.
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WAYNE DENSCH, INC·.·
851-7100
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UCF REP ERIC ERICKSON - 425-7005 ·
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Trying to cure our greatest fear
•

by Richard Finger
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Toastmasters Club is trying to
help alleviate America's "greatest fear."
According to Donna Jean Houge, president of the campus chapter, the greatest fear
held by Americans is public speaking.
·
There are over 6,000 clubs worldwide, and
over 2 million members working to speak up
and get ahead.
The UCF club, with only 15 members,
focuses on communication and leadership,
"in a friendly, social and supportive atmosphere," according to past president and
charter member, David Erickson. T h i s
follows Toastmasters International founder
Dr. Ralph Smedly's advice that, "we learn
best in times of enjoyment."
Houge and Erickson agreed that by preparing speeches, presenting them and participating in impromptu speaking, members
can increase their listening, evaluating and
thinking skills.
The UCF branch of the club was chartered

•

•

•

•All

Correction
In the March 14 article on
financial aid the caption for
the photo was wrong.
It said SuzanneFree, a financial aid student assistant, will be one of the few
work-study students who
will keep their job over the

.

3
~

summer.
The caption should have
said Free will not be a Work
Study Student over the
summer. Instead she.will be
paid through the Financial
Aid office's Other personnel
services account.

in 1984, by faculty advisors Dr. Hank Anderson and current advisor Arnold Howell, of
the accounting department.
Erickson said the Toastmasters Club on
campus was originally targeted to improve
accounting majors' communications skills.
Accounting graduates were seen as lacking
in communicationskills. Over the years, all
types of majors have become involved.
One goal of the club is to teach members
how to control their fears, and to harness it in
a constructive manner. Using the fear to
control gestures, dynamics, eye contact, and
voice variety are some methods.
Erickson said the Toastmasters organization is a selfish club, but in a positive way.
Members wish to improve themselves, but
help each other, too .

Former.student Newberry elected
by Paul L. New, Jr.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Former UCF student Gene
Newberry won a city council
election in Indian Harbour
Beach last November by a 60%
margin.
Newberry, who majored in
public administration while at
UCF, defeated two-term, sixyear incumbent Paul Greenis.
Newberry believes his campaigning door-to-door won him
such a large number of votes.
"I met many people, put in a
lot of time," he said. "Citizens
liked seeing me out there."
Newberry, 29, lived in Indian Harbour Beach, a three-

•

MORE ON CONDOMS

(CPS) Condoms became a
hot political issue at yet another campus Feb. 21.
A senior state senator who
helps control how much money
public campuses get said a
recent "condom dance" and
lecture about the "G spot" had
turned the State University of
New York at Albany into "a
center of carnal knowledge."
A month earlier, administrators at Knox College in Illinois decided to delay delivery
to students of "condomgrams"
intended to be used in AIDS
prevention program.
Id fact, as about 650 camPl?-Ses around the country tried
to observe National Condom
Week, the little protective
devices provoked struggles
over making them available to
students at Michigan's Grand
Valley State College, at Big
Bend Community College in
Oregon and at the universities
of Utah and Nebraska-Lincoln, among other places.
The late-February controversy in New York was especially heated beeause state
Sen. James Donovan, who
blasted
SUNY-Albany's
"Sexuality Week," also chairs
the state Senate's Education
Committee.
Donovan called the week's
activities an example of "terribly misplaced" campus spending. The dance, ~e charged,

square-mile town of 6000
people, while attending the
main branch ofUCF. He made
the one-hour-and- forty-five
minute trip regularly.
He was in the Central Florida chapter of Pi Alpha Alpha,
a national honor society. Because of the long trip to and
from the col1ege, Newberry
didn't have a great deal of time
for other extracurricular campus activities. "I had an
interest in government, especially local-more of a fascination." Newberry said "The
classes [at UCF] don't set you
up to be an elected official."
However, he added that some
of the courses at UCF helped

him prepare for a career after
college. "School was an important and necessary step,"
Newberry said. He graduated
in December.
Newberry ran his own campaign with the help of friends
and thinks it is a "very exciting
job and very rewarding" and
that he can have "lots of influence." For example, the council recently voted to build a
new swimming pool complex
for the Indian Harbour Beach
community. The $250,000
municipal swimming pool will
be competitive size. It will be
used to sponsor water safety
programs because, as Newberry puts it, "kids need to

amounted to "four hours of
sexually explicit music."
But SUNY-Albany spokeswoman Christine McKnight
said the events were less racy
and less well attended-38
people attended the dance-than Donovan imagined. The
"G Spot" lecture was a weighty
physiological exposition. The
music was "regular" rock and
roll.
Such struggles over condoms have become common.
At Knox College in late January about 30 students protested officials' decision to delay the "condomgrams".
But, swayed by the students, Knox administrators
relented, allowing the deliveries. "With a disease as serious
as AIDS, the college believes
this (AIDS education) is important," Sharp asserted.

understanding," said festival
director John DiPierro, an
associate professor of French
and Italian at UCF.
With the theme, "Many
Cultures, One World," the festival will feature displays of
cultural literature and artifacts, national music and native costume typifying the cul• PRESIDENT TO BE?
From 1:30 p.m. to 2:15 p.m. tural heritage of various lanon March 16, UCF presiden- guages; cultural singing and
tial candidate Dr. Roy McTar- dancing; and band music from
naghan will answer student different parts of the world.
Student contestants will
questions in the President's
Dining Room. Any student compete in four categories in
may attend Scott Jenkins of one of eight languages: SpanUniversity Relations is asking ish, French, German, Russian,
interested students to call him Italian, Latin, Chinese, and
at x2191 so he can estimate Hebrew. Medals and trophies
will be a warded for skits, ponumbers.
etry declamations, impromptu
speeches, and music, song aqd
• FOREIGN FESTIVAL
UCF will take on the ap- dance at each level.
Admission to the festival is
pearance of a miniature
United Nations March 1 7 and free, and DiPierro urges enter18 as host to the third annual tainers, musicians and folk
UCF foreign language festival. dancers, community leaders,
Cultures, food, music, and members of ethnic clubs and
dances of other lands will community organizations, and
abound while students from the general public to join in the
elementary school to commu- festivities.
Complete information for
nity college test their foreign
language skills.
" T h e those who wish to take part in
purpose of the festival is to the festival can be obtained by
broaden student and public contacting DiPierro at 275awareness of worlkd lan- 2466 or 869-4519.
guages and cultures, and to
demonstrate the reality and • DRUGS TO BE LEGAL?
The Economics Club is
necessity of global · inter-dependence for the sake of world sponsoring a debate on ''The
Economics of Legalizing
peace and international

•

MUSIC PROGRAM

Six composers will be represented in a program of American music for saxophone and
piano to be presented March
18 atUCF.
The 8 p. m. faculty artists
program in the UCF music
rehearsal hall will feature
saxophonist William Schwab
and pianist Anna Costantino.
The duo will perform works
by Warren Benson, ofthe Eastman School of Music; Bernard
Heiden, University of Michigan; Karel Husa, Cornell Uni-

versity; Alfred Reed, University of Miami; Maurice Whitney, the father of UCF orchestra conductor John C. Whitney; and George Gershwin.
There will be a $3 donation
to the music scholarship fund
requested at the do?r.

R. Scott Homer/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

MAY I TAKE YOUR ORDER
Shalisa Sloan, 1989 Miss UCF, participated in the celebrity waiter
night at Chi-chi's March 11 to benefit Easter Seal.

Drugs" March 16from4 p.m. to
6 p. m. in the Wild Pizza.

Speakers will include a trial
attorney, a Libertarian Party
Representative, a member of
the Dept. of Law Enforcement
as well as a member of the
Heritage Foundation.
• ·MONEY FOR YOU

Delta Kappa Gamma Society International is offering a
scholarship to any student
who graduated from a Seminole County High School and
is presently an education major. Deadline for applications
is March 31.
·
Florida Hospital is offering
financial assistance to students pursuing a heazlth care
profession. Th.a Rtudents must
be willing to sign a cMtact to
work for Florida Hospital for
at least one year and have a 2. 0
GPA
The Horticulture Study
Society Scholarship Fund has
scholarships available for students majoring in he>rticulture
or related studies such as argiculture, botany and landscape archiecture. The Central
Florida Black Nurses Association is also offering a scholarship to a black student pursuing a degree in nursing. Deadline for both is April 1.
For further information on
these or any other scholarships available, contact Jamey
at 281-5030.

•
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ORIZONS
FROM PAGE 1

by exposing them to [female]
role models."
The program was organized
and run entirely by women.
"We want to increase young
women's interest in these career areas at a time in their
lives when they can begin preparing for the training that is
necessary to achieve these
goals," Morse said.
Eight different workshops
were held, ranging from
"Women and Computers," to
"The Magic of Chemistry" and
"The Sky Is Not the Limit."
Separate adult workshops for
teachers and parents were
also held.

Panel speakers included
design, environmental and
computer engineers, a gynecologist, physicist, biologist,
dentist and a veterinarian.
Each speaker discussed how
she got into her field and what
her job .entails, and answered
questions posed by the audience.
Progra~ participants included professionals from
AT&T, Martin Marietta and
NASA, and faculty from
Rollins College, UCF and Colonial High School. ·
Morse plans to expand the
program as more funding and
publicity become available.
She expects much larger audiences. "We're really looking
forward to holding these in the
future," she said.

INFORMATION TABLE
Bookstore/Mini Mall
9:00am-4:00pm
For Details call:

1-800-468-2745

,_
The Hottest Course on Campus.
all Pizza ffut(ll)Delivery••• Great taste delivered!
•

FREE DELIVERY
Pizza Hut' Pairs
&le Panona/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Quality Checklist

SAFE RIDE HOME

0 Fully-loodcd toppings on both pizzas.

Cards for the safe ride home program are now only $3. Buyers can
also get an hour of free pool.

0 Dough made fresh e1<'l:ry d~
01\vo laym o( icm l'C21 mo:::arella on
each pizza.

Pizza Huf
PCirs.$1099

•

And just $129 per topping
coven> both pizzas.

•

0 No slcimpy ·double- toppings.

The other night
Charlie bro~t
home aquarf of
milk, a loaf of
bread and a case
ofAIDS.
Charlie always felt his bisexual
affairs were harmless enough.
But Charlie did catch the AIDS
virus. That's why his family's at risk.
His wife ri!iks losing her husband,
and when she has sex with him,
her own life. If she becomes
pregnant she can pass the AIDS
virus to her baby.
Charlie could have protected
himself. Saying "No" could have
done it, or using a condom.
Right now there's no vaccine for
AIDS, and no cure in sight. With
what we know today, and with the
precautions that can be taken, no
one has to come
home with q story
- - - - like Charlie's.

AIDS

Ifyou think you can't get it,

Medium

0 Your choice o( toppings on both pi:as.

•

Larr<

EachH- - Each5·6
-Two~Pizlas

$10.99 13.99

Each addicional

l. 29

~~~r
1\vo Supreme Pim.s
(6 tOpping:s)

1.59

14.61

18.01

15.72

19.02

•

Two Super
Supreme Pizms

(9 roppings)

•

We put the full portion of toppings

•

on our Pina Hut• Pa~

¥!1F
For Delivc~ call:

679·7575
i.-..•--.-

---------r--------,---------2
$2
2
I
I
Medlum-Siz:e Oieese
Pan Piuas for

$lQ99

I
I
$14. 61 I

Just $1.29 per topping covers

$1399

Just $1.59 penopping covers

both pluas. Supreme
both pi.::as. Su~me $18. 01
(6 Toppings) or Super $15. 721 (6 Toppings) or Super $19. 02
Supreme .
.............
Supreme
....-......
(9Toppings). . P-lwl I (9Toppings).
~~
~':::-:.·

~ut.
........::=:..t.-..,,°""'

-..... . . 1,!..... , ............

...... °" ~~ 0.11.'fly
679·7575

Off Any Single
lorge-Siz:e Pan

Large-Siz:e Oieese
Pan Pin.as for

I
~ut.
I .....
~::;::,~;:..=:::~.:i........
I ....... °" ~:.,_ 0.11.....,
I 679·7575
°"''''ll."'r~--cwc..

I
I $l
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

•

Piua.

Off Any Sing!~
Medium-Size Pan
Piua.

•
•

•

you're dead wrong.

'\

•

•
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cally pleasing way" around the posed site was to be on the hill
plaza.
Eventually, a 9-foot-tall in front of the library.
FROM PAGE 1
sculpture of the Pegasus will
McFall feels that the final
be built on the inner circle of design is more functional than
The plaza will also consist of the plaza. The planning of this the original one, which was a
a sitting area, planters, shrub- alumni dedication went mammoth UCF seal made of
bery and flower beds. Mcfall through some changes before a flowers. It was voted against
says man-made hills will be final location and design was due to the possibity of the hot
landscaped in on "aestheti- reached. Originally, the pro- weather wilting the flowers .

PLAZA

SHARKEY'S
BAR & GRILL

•
•

Call For Appointment
•

6·57-5575
Ask for Rick

0

Eric Panone/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The newly erected fence marks the beginning construction on the Alumni Plaza.

I
I
• I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

FREE SUB SANDWICH

Whan you buy one.
Includes free lettuce, IOmatoea, plcklel, onions, hot peppei., all and '11negar.
C\JlltOITlllr pays appllcable &ales lax.

One coupoan per customer

---- ... -------------Expires March 18, 1989

AKERS

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

We have Druve Thru Service

679-2448

10042 UnNersfty Blvd.
One mile west of UCF on
the a>rner of Dean Rd.
(University Oaks)

FROM PAGE 1

will t.alk in the future but they
didn't want to open up that can
of worms right now."
The Wlsuccessful attempt
at men's professional soccer
could lead to a shot at the
National Football League as a
placekicker.
"I am still deciding on
whether I want to put forth the
effort it requires," Akers said
of professional football. "I believe that in order to succeed in
athletics, you have to put in a
lot of work.
"I think I have the ability to
succeed (in the NFL), but I

don't know if I want to."
Akers, who bas been practicing field goals, said she will
continue to kick the football 30
minutes a day three times a
week.
She can consistently make
field goals from 40 yards out
and has made a few from 52
yards away.

A kicking coach with the
Dallas
Cowboys,
Ben
Agajanian, came to watch
Akers work out to see if she
had the ability.
She will attend a kicking
camp in June, run by
Agajanian, to work on her
technique. She will continue to
practice until the summer,

when she will make her decision about playing football.
"I wanted to know if I had
the talent," Akers said of
Agajanian coming to watch
her. "And he (Agajanian) said
that 'he thinks I can make it
with practice."
She is adjusting to kicking a
football, which is different
from kicking a soccer ball.
Akers said she must concentrate on following through correctly and kicking at the bottom part of the ball
"I need to work hard at kicking the football correctly because I keep wanting to revert
back to my soccer style of kicking," Akers said.

STP.YP.UV&on~t

Drink & Drive

A public service message f rom
.

.CHINESE RESTAURANT

HEY THERE

The best authentic Chinese
Restaurant on the east side of town!
BIGGEST PORTIONS - LOWEST PRICES!!

So YOU WERE . STOPPED FOR A TRAFFIC
VIOLATION AND WERE DISCOVERED IN POSSESSION
OF .. POT.'" You WERE THEN CONVICTED OF
POSSESSION OF 20 GRAMS OR MORE. A FELONY••• •
AND RECEIVED A SUSPENDED SENTENCE.

Do

featuring:

_ , ,. . .
Private Parties to Accomodate 35

reservations suggested

t

N
fN('(,

so

LOST YOUR RIGHT TO VOTE, TO OWN A GUN, OR TO
RUN FOR PUBLIC OFFICE. You HAVE PROBABLY
LOST THE OPPORTUNITY TO EVER BECOME A
DOCTOR. LAWYER. DENTIST. CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANT. ENGINEER. ARCHITECT, REAL.TOR,
PHARMACIST. SCHOOL TEACHER. BARBER OR
STOCK BROKER.
You PROBABL y CAN NEVER WORK FOR THE CITY
COUNTY OR FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, OR HOLD ~
JOB WHERE YOU MUST BE LICENSED OR BONDED.

STUDENT MEAL PLAN AVAILABLE

11786 East Colonial Drive
Alafaya Village • Orlando, Fl
M-F: 11 :00-10:00 • S & S : 11 :30-10:00 P.M.

YOU THINK THAT IS THE ENO OF THAT?

NOT QUITE! I I UNLESS PARDONED, YOU ALSO

Cantonese, Mandarin, Szechuan & Hunan

281-1864

Wil/ c!J..qg_ers
Institute
.

ti

You CANNOT BE ADMITTED TO WEST POINT,
ANNAPOLIS OR THE AIR FORCE ACADEMY. IF THE
MILITARY SERVICE DOES ALLOW YOU TO ENLIST.
YOUR OPPORTUNITIES WILL BE GREATLY
RESTRICTED.

•

So. TAKE IT FROM SOME GUYS WITH A LOT OF
MILEAGE BEHIND THEM •••• TO YOU WITH A LOT OF
MILEAGE AHEAD OF YOU, •••

~
0

li"

~

UCF

IT JUST ISN'T WORTH IT I 11 I
. __ _ _ _ _ A MESSAGE FROM THE E L.K::i O f FL.O 10A
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MEMO
TO: OUR FRIENDS
AND NEIGHBORS
FROM: PIZZA HUT
DELIVERY
SUBJECT: DELIVERY DRIVERS
NEEDED
Full-time and Part-time available
Your response to our delivery service has
been overvvhelming. Because of your terrific
response we are now in need of several
qualified drivers. We offer:
• Competitive hourly wages
• Reimbursement for each delivery (for
using your own vehicle)
• Employee discount
• Free uniform
• Complete training
To qualify applicants need:
• to be 18 years or older
• to have a reliable insured vehicle to drive
• to have a good driving record
• to have a valid driver's Iicense
• to be enthusiastic, energetic, and
personable
· • to be flexible
APPlY IN PERSON

SEMORAN MANAGEMENT CORPORATION
1080Woodcock Road, Suite 210
Orlando, Florida 32803

~

-1,0,t:;

.

~--\

~

,

Saturday
~DEL TA so?-0 Jttfmission
Afarcli 18
wi[[ be a $5
· 11am - 2pm
donation .
3nt: .9lnnua£ :Bridal j'as/iion Show wif{ be lieU at
J{o{itfay Inn !ilitport 5750 'l'.(j. Lee 'B{vi.
j'eaturing J'asfiions 6y Coflettions Park!ilve.
andSacino 's J'ormaf'Wear.

5Ul proceeds 6enefitting the Prevention Of CliiU.91.fiuse

EQUAL OPPORTUNrTY EMPLOYER-M/F

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

1988-89 JUSTICES

TOP ROW: Brad Griffith, Kristen Sweet, Dave Martinson
BOTTOM ROW: Diana Matty, Sharon Sammaro, Chief Justice Dana Owens
NOT SHOWN: Tim Sanders, Teresa Plossel, Jim Worrall

If you have any questions regarding student rights or
the Golden Rule, please contact Chief Justice Dana
Owens or any of the other Justices at 275-2191.
--~-

- -
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Co.l lege pap.e rs gett.i n.g shut down

College Students:

FUNDS

Perhaps there is."
.
The off-campus account, the
EDUCATION
student leaders say, jeopardAmid allegations of witch izes the university's tax-exIF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN RECEIVING
hunts, cheating and censor- empt status, and is vulnerable
Scholarships•, Fellowships•, Grants•
ship, Duquesne University's to corruption.
newspaper
has been forcibly
Some, in fact, say Drumm
YOUR EUGIBILITY IS GUARANTEED!
shutdown.
improperly wrote checks on
Regardless of financial st.ab.ls or academic perfonnancc.
The closure closely follows the account to her friends. In
similar blows in recent weeks 1987, two Duke staffers alleg..~,.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL :
to student papers at the New edly forged checks to them~:"' /~ "· 1-800-823-8328
Jersey Institute ofTechnology selves with the account.
~ :J
and Bentley College in Massa"The media coverage is call~ ~.1 ~\~. <;_~ .
A NATIONAL SERVICE COMMITIED
chusetts.
ing it a case of censorship,"
~~ -"1· ~
TO HIGHER EDUUCATION
Earlier in the school year, SGA Senator Michelle Thonewspapers at Georgia State mas told the Spectator, the
University, the University of paper at Edinboro University
South Dakota and California of Pennsylvania. "They're sayState University at Long ing we suspended The Duke
Beach either were threatened over an ad. But that's not the
ACADBMIC FINANCIAL ADVISORY PROGRAM
with censorship or actually case. Actually, we've filed
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.- - - -. closed down when administra- charges against Drumm ask·~-• ,;· 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·• • · • • • • • 1 tors or student politicians ob- ing that she not be editor any! jected to certain stories they more because of the way the
paper's been operated."
j
about 22 percent
"We have to take drastic
1
measures if she's not willing to
cooperate," Streib maintained.
:
With Thi• Coupon
• Press Law Center in Washing- "When someone refuses to
, :
Lake Howell Square
Goldenrod Square
:
ton, D.C., from September answer a question, you have to
•
1271 State Rd. 436
4084 North Goldenrod Rd. •
through December, 1988 than be suspicious."
Drumm says no one ever
:
Casselberry, Florida
Winter Park, Florida
:
during the same period of
bothered
to ask her questions.
• NEXT To UNITED ARnsrs CINEMA
NEXT To Purr ONEMA
• 1987, center director Mark
"I
don't
know what moti• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . Goodman noted.
At Duquesne, a private vated Happy (Meltzer, the
campus in Pittsburgh, the stu- SGA president) to bring these
~
or
dent government abruptly charges," Drumm said. "I
changed
the locks of the haven't even spoken to him
~
Within Weeks
paper's office, called the Duke, this year," Drumm said of
Feb.12.
Meltzer. "Everything was real
No Deposit -No Cash up Front
Student politicians closed quiet until this happened."
IFYOU
the paper soon after sending a
Drum m's attorney Joel
1 . EnroHed in College
letter threatening "to investi- IGein said when Drumm first
2 . Work At Least Part Time
gate" if editor Rebecca Drumm learned the students were
3. Earn A Minimum of $500 Per Month
re-ran two ads from a local improperly using the account,
4. Do not Have A History of Bad Credit
family planning center, and she disciplined them. Crimi1-800-245-4222 Ext. VISA
after the ads were published a nal charges were never filed
- -- -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - 1 second time, said Dennis Cal- against the two.
laghan, the paper's production
"It's old news," said Klein,
manager.
who added student politicians
But student leaders say never complained about the
circumstances
around
editor Drumm was the issue.
They charged she rigged her Drumm's election for almost a
election as editor, and kept an year. "Why did they wait to
off-eampus checking accc:.int bring it up?" Other student
"~e
for the paper and then refused groups, moreover, also have
to cooperate with them when off-campus accounts, but the
they tried to take control of the SGA has never investigated
Gears"
account, they added.
them.
"There are no records and
Most Duke staffers figure
she refuses to help," said Stu- it's a power play.
"It just seems they're trying
dent Government Association
attorney Mike Streib. "Per- to dig up anything they can,"
haps there's nothing to this. said sp orts editor Fr ank
by Michael O'Keefe
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Bodani. "I don't think there
is any substance."
"They want the power over
what goes in the paper,"
Bodani asserted.
Goodman of the Student
Press Center agreed. The
charges "are nothing but pretexts," who says it's common
for student government to
censor student newspapers
when they don't like what's
published.
In fact, at about the same
time the Duquesne campus
was debating its paper, the
dean of admissions at the New
Jersey Institute of Technology
confiscated an edition of The
Vector, the student newspaper. The edition carried a story
about a mugging on campus
that Dean William Anderson
felt gave the school a bad name
on the very day a group ofhigh
school students were touring
the campus, thinking of applying for admissions.
And at Bentley College in
Massachusetts, admissions
directors Edward Gillis had
copies of the student newspaper removed from the racks in
the admissions office because
he felt a story on recent drug
arrests reflected poorly on the
school.
It's not the same at
Duquesne, lawyer Streib said.
"The First Amendment means
nothing in the context of this
case. It's a mantra they keep
chanting because they have
nothing else to say. Nobody is
saying she can't print anything."
"Maybe she has nothing to
hide," Streib said. "It will all
flush out."
The matter is expected to be
resolved in mid-March, however, after Drumm answers
the charges before a university
disciplinary board.
Until then, the SGA, which
has changed the locks on The
Duke's doors, has approved
starting the paper again, but
there's no one to write or publish it.
"We're not going baek without our editor," staffer Bodani
said. "We don't want to be
under SGA's thumb anymore."
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HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 10:00am-6:0Dpm
lOCATED IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
(Across from UCF)

Save the Manatee® Club
500 N. Maitland Avenue, Maitland, FL 32751
Or call for further information {407) 539-0990

281•6488

It's Girl Scout Cookie
Time Again.

r--~-----------~----~-,

,AlV~P.BO

SUBS
Alafaya & 50 (By Florida Choice)
75¢ DRAFT ALL DAY LONG 658-SUBSI

I

---------------.-------------1 Sub .Aiv.Ir.PKO Buy 2 Subs
&DBS
SUBS

.AVlrP&O
~. · " ' ··

B~y

1

get one for 99¢ I

·

(of lesser or equal value)

Expires 3-30-89

I

get a $1. 50 Pitcher!

(must be 21)
Expires 3-30-89

FREE

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships,
fellowships , grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private
sector funding.
• Many scholarships are given to students based on thei r academic
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence.
• There's money available for students who have been newspaper carriers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers . .. etc.
• Results GUARANTEED.

CALL
ANYTIME

For A Free Brochure

(800) 346-6401

•
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The Future throws
down the gauntlet
to the SQ 'Dawgs'
Yes, it's that time of the year again! Time for all the
fun, formal (and not-so-formal) stuff that accompanies the end of spring semester.
Yes, it's time for the annual Future vs. Student
Government softball game!
Of course, last year we won due to our simple secret
weapon: we had a team.
The SG "yellow" Dawgs backed out, tails between
their legs, leaving their captain, Roy Reid, to admit a
loss by default.
If you SG studs and studettes were embarrassed,
you have every reason to be. We were so bored when
the only one that bothered to show was Roy, we had
to divide our team into two teams and stick'Roy on
one of the sides to play.
This was probably discussed in the student senate
prior to the game. They most likely looked at our
history of softball victories and decided to save face by
not showing up.
With that in mind, the wheels of government
quickly started to turn.
They passed a bill, we honestly think; number 2000, which went through the F&G (Fun and Games)
committee.
It stated, "Student Government shall resolve to
keep its softball challenges unless there is sufficient
reason to believe that the Future will beat them
miserably."
This was set up soon after their tragic loss to us in

1987.

.

They came into that game unaware of our secretweapon pitcher. (No, not beer pitcher!)
This year, we decided to modestly give them this
challenge.
We've reserved the first weekend in April for
Denver and the "Dawgs" to play the "News." We'll
play Saturday or Sunday, whichever day you can
"swing."
One point to note, however. You have to play by our
rules.

(LJ lLJ
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• BAD VIBES ON THE GREEN

Editor:
As a UCF student and professional musician, I am persona1ly
offended by the actions and attitudes expressed by certain employees of this university toward
the reggae band that played here a
few weeks ago.
I didn't see the incident which
was described in the "'Ruined the
music mood" letter, as I had a].
Game Rules:
ready left. I did, however, see
No three-piece suits allowed
something earlier that day that
(Ties are optional)
bothered me.
No elevator music
A little while into the music, a
Don't drink and line-drive
tobacco-sp.itting, Barney-FifeRausch and Schmidt have to play on the same
looking UCF police officer
team (however, a clever idea might be to letRausch marches up to the musicians and
pitch and Schmidt catch.)
starts to complain about the volIf you lose by default again, we reserve the right ume IN THE MIDDLE OF THE
to let the public know about it through the po we r SONG! It's hard enough to concenof the press.
trate while performing without
Chewing tobacco is limited to the dugouts only
some self-righteous ticket-writer
No campaign signs on the field
telling you he doesn't like your
Everyone must wear underwear
volume. The players obediently
huddled around their equipment
Denver, we look forward to hearing your reply. and adjusted as instructed. MeanHopefully we've shamed the "Dawgs" into accepting while, Mr. Fife took two paces
our challenge.
back, folded his arms, and stood as
if he were waiting for one of them
topulloutanAK-47. The band was
actually amused by this and
started playing to the officer.
-t(:The Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
I probably wouldn't react this
Busineu Office (407) 27S-7.601, News Office (407) 275-2865
way had I not heard about the
incredible plug-pulling incident.
The point is, a little respect and
Editor In Chief
courtesy can go a long way, even if
Leslie M. Jorgensen
you don't like the beat of another
drummer, but I guess they don't
Managing Editor
Dave Schlenker
that course here.
teach
Deputy Managing Editor/
Design
News Editor
Sports Editor
Confetti Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Production Manager

Business Manager
Ad Production Manager
Classlfled Manager

R. Scott Horner
Crickett Drake
Chris Brady
Suzannah G. Terry
Eric Dentel
Angie Hyde
Kasha Kitts

Scott Buss
Charmaine Mendoza
Scott Pruitt

Opinions expressed lnTM: Ce/llm/ Florida F1111ne are those of the newspaper or Individual columnist and not nece5.1Cl'itv those of the Boord of Publications, University Administration. or Boord of Regenf1. Letters to the Editor must be fyped and Include the
autho(a signature, major and phone number. Letters are subject to editing for
groml'TIOf and space end become the copyrighted property of the newspaper.
Nornes may be withheld but the newspaper reserves the right to refute publication
of any letter. Tiu Central Florida F111urc Is a free.non-profit newspaper published twice
weekly during fhe oc:ademic year end weekly durfng the· summer.

Keith Bolves
liberal studies
• PASSING MARX

Editor:
As a concerned student (I leave
concern undefined) of political science, I would like to praise the
university book store for selling
posters of the bearded, angelical
face and great philosopher of Karl
Marx. How else can we remember
a thinker who not only put socialist ideas upon a sound basis, but

•

who cal1ed into question the whole
tradition of western social and
political thought?
If one could only survey all the
teachings that we constantly derive from him, one could perhaps
develop a more tolerant attitude,
but again, it seems that Marx did
not expect some people's intolerance and limitations on freedom of
speech and on university education.
My dear friends, (I leave dear
and friends also undefined) protesting the sale of posters or other
ideological items not only undermines our scholastic tolerance and
journalistic skills, but perhaps in
the long run the book store will be
the only aggravated victim of some
doltish, moronic and dull-witted
journalism major!

from AIDS. One doctor replied
that it was very unlikely I would
get AIDS because the only strain
of the virus their tests could not
eliminate was a new strain from
South America. How would you
like to see your loved ones being
operated on with that thought in
mind?
Of course the doctors had to
remove the ruptured fetal matter
from my ovarian tube. This was a
very planned pregnancy and . I
found out that I was pregnant 20
minutes before they wheeled me
in to surgery.
Does AIDS hurt me? Only time
will tell if it affects my life or not.
Does abortion hurt me? When
my planned pregnancy miscarries
and I see other women rip our
their healthy unborn innocents,
you're damn right it hurts me.
Javier Lopera And it goes without saying that it
political science hurts the baby.
IfCarol Tucker is an example of
• ON GAVS AND ABORTIONS
our future, I pray she does not
achieve a position of power where
she can continue these privileges
Editor:
This is in response to Carol L. of baby slaughter and disease
Tucker's letter calling those who spreading.
She signed herself as a student
disagree with gays' lifestyles and
abortion as "narrow-minded." Is it of humanities/philosophy/relignarrow-minded to protect yourself ion. Unfortunately, she has no
from deadly disease? Is it narrow- humanity, her philosophy is one of
minded to protect the innocent death and destruction and her
from death before they see the religion is false. Hopefully, when
Carol enters "life," her mind and
light of day?
The founding fathers of our eyes will be more open.
nation gave us the rights of "life,
Mrs. Kathy Hass
liberty and the pursuit of happicredit union customer
ness." We were also given a "Bill of
Rights" to protect speech, religion,
etc. These rights mean we cannot • LACKING DEDICATION
infringe on the rights of others.
Gay lifestyles and abortion are Editor:
not rights. They are privileges
When the computer science
given us by a not-so-great society building was completed in 1982, it
through its decaying wisdam.m e - was supposed to have been landday Carol will be studying "life" scaped, benches installed and
instead of books and she will real- dedicated. Not one of these has
ize how directly other people's ac- been done as of this date. It seems
tions affect her life.
strange that a new building would
In 1987 I had emergency sur- not have at least a dedication. It is
gery due to a ruptured tubal preg- never too late for something of this
nancy. I had extreme hemorrhag- nature.
ing and the doctors had to give me
lots of blood. My poor husband
Mary Giuliucci
meekly asked them if it was safe
computer science

!'
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

RUBES®
4 7 Makes lace
Directs
Halt
Knocks
Fulfill
By way of
Food fish
Pronoun
Female deer
Twirled
Evergreen tree
Those holding
office
68 Sly look
69 Carry

49
50
52
54
55
57
59
61
63
65
67

30 Cries like a cow
33 Redact

35 Girl's name
38 Asterisk
40 Dry
43 Sculptured
likeness
46 Pigeons
48 Spirit: colloq.
51 Greek letter

by Leigh Rubin

53 Symbol for tin
56
58
60
61

Viper
Suitable
Diocese
Roman gods
62 Attached to
64 Hebrew letter
66 Malden loved
by Zeus

DOWN
Devoured
Control
Indian mulberry
Chop
Fertile spots In
desert
6 Takes from
7 French article
8 Carpenter's tool
9 Title of respect
10 King of Bashan
11 River in Italy
17 Negative prefix
19 Teutonic deity
21 Erase: printing
23 Succor
25 Equivalent In
value
26 Bends
27 Lessens
28 Transgressions
1
2
3
4
5

ACROSS
1 Oriental nurse
5 Night birds
9 Cleaning u1ensll
12 Story
13 Region
14 Time gone by
15 Printer's
measure

16 Sagacious
18 Marry
20 Paid notice
22 Intertwine
24 Rodents
27 Matures
29 Stalk
31 SmaJI rug
32 Calumniate
34 Wild plum

36 Japanese
drama

37 Repeals
39 Vegetable
4 ~ Symbol for
tellurium
42 Poses for
portrait
44 Strip of leather
45 Terminate

Solution

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Months after the holidays, Nanook would still be
eating blubber, lettuce, and tomato sandwiches.

The UCF Departinent of Foreign Languages
· presents

;

Friday, March 17, 1989

8:30 am - 6:30 pm Student Center Complex

Saturday, March 18, 1989

9:00 am- 6:30 pm

Education Building

' (Messages Returned Promptly)
For Participation and More Information Contact Dr.John DiPierro, Festival Director at (407)869-4519

"Self Motivated Students Needed to manage
credit card booth on campus. Work 1-3 days/
week. Earn $60 - $150 I day. Call 1-800-9320528 x. 21:

Siouxie and the Bansheeslll
Posters for sale.
Limited supply, Selllng fast.
Call 695-7838.
Alpha Tau Omega
Congratulations A-team soccer on a great
season and for a great tourn. game. Little
Sister appreciation week continues, Friday,
Little Sister P.J. Party II at the House. Come
dressed In your P.J.'s. Sat. Lil Sis Car Wash,
come get your car washed and support our
Little Sisters. IFC Seminar 8:00 UDR. Sunday, Retreat, call the House for more Info.
Don't forget Sunday night Brothers Meeting,
7:30 Philips Hall. Be Therelll
Pl Kappa Alpha
Welcome Back everyone. Get ready to party
on Saturday.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Welcome Back. I hope everybody had a safe
Spring Break and didn't catch any communicable diseases! Start saving those cans for
Greek Weeki Attitude Adjustment returns Fri.
at 4:001
Sigma Phi Epsllon
How about that A-Team softball I Let's keep It
up, fellas I Girls softball and guys hockey get
psyched to kick some buttl How about this
week's Goggle Meister recipient- Jay Kendall.
Photographic evidence hurts, don't it? Community service this Friday ... Let's be there. Sig
Eps lets get fired uptodomlnateGreekWeekl
YMPI
Tau Kapp11 Epsilon
SL Pats. Social Friday at the Wild Pizza. Blood
drive is March 21 and 22. Spring Break Is over
so lets hit the books. Business Meeting Sunday at6:00.

Quot"
C-Day is Communications Day. All Comm.
MajorsareinvitedtolakeClalre, March17 from
12-4 for free hot dogs and Cokes. Come play
volleyball, throw a frisbee, or juat enjoy the run.
Wear green to celebrate St Patrick's Dayl
Golden Key Honor Society
Conference ls JUSt 3 weeks away I We need all
members' help now I Be at the meeting tonightCEBA 224 at 7 pm. If interested in attending
conference or for other info- 275-2133 Laura.

Female Roommate Needed ASAP.
To share bedroom in 2bdr/ 2bth Sherwood
Forest apartment. Non-smoker, no pets. Rent
$145 plus 113 utilities. We have washer/ dryer.
For info please call Leslie at 275-2865 or 6580571.
Room For Rent In a Winter Park House. $250
+ 113 utilities. Call 647-3112.
Female Roommate Wanted. New house,
great location - one mile from UCF. Own room,
washer and dryer, many other amenities. $200
+ utilities. Call Robert at 679-9076.
Roommate Wanted to share new home near
UCF.All extras lnduded, privacy guaranteed II
Must be dependable, dean, and non-smoker.
Call Shelia at 366-1326 after 9:00 pm or 3564211, 8:00 - 5:00.
Needed Roommate, own bedroom and bath.
Washer/ dryer. Close to UCF. $200 + 112
utilities. Call Erika ext. 2131 or 282-9112.

Apt 1 bdrm. Walk to UCF. $250. call 851 -

7235.
UCF Area - 2 Bedroom Townhouse, Appliances, Washer + Dryer. $400.00 m/o plus
deposit. Gold Star Realty of Fla., Inc. Assoc.
#877-3786.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
(U repair). Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call (1) 805-687-6000
Ext. GH 4628 for current repo list.
1976 Bass Boat 95 H.P. Mere. Power trim tilt
depth finder fishing chairs. Call P. Cunningham 2381.
Foreign Students. Job- Hunting Guide (rev
1989). Send $19.95 for the step - by - step
guide. Ivy Soft, P.O. Box 241090, Memphis,
Tn. 38124-1090.

S1udent Vsteran'• Association
EX-GI: The Student Veteran's Assoc. is taking
orders for EX-GI Jerseys--XGI. Stop by the VA
or call 2707 for more details. The best GI Is an
EX-GI. deadline is April 3, 1989.

Travel Trailer 19' sleeps four, NC, gas hot
water, 4 burner stove, shower, toilet, electric
fridge, tows behind small car. Compare
$1400. Sale $900. Call 282-7547.

Gay S1uden1 Organization
The Gay Srudent Organization will meet
Thurs . .Match 23 at 7:30 pm for more info
contact Lance 380-2835.

Sex American Made Quality Leather
Footware guys I gals. Stylish sandals, joggers, boots, heels, 400 styles. Color catalog.
Beat any store price. Help a UCF grad pay
Mommy back. Call 282-7547.

Part - Time Warehouse work Mon - Fri off
University. Call 671-5900.

For Sale: 76 Olds Cutlass Supreme. 455
engine, runs good. Asking $700. Call 8893783 after 6 pm.
1965 Mustang VS, 3-speed, Runs good
$1900, 365-6254.

Alaska Summer Employment- Fisheries
Earn $600+ per week In cannery, $8,000$12,000+ for two months on fishing vessel.
Over 8,000 openings . No experience
necessary. Male or Female. For 64-page
employment booklet, send $6.95 to M&L
Research, Box 84008-XG, Seattle, WA
98124 .-30 day, unconditional, 100% money
back guarantee.

Camp Counselors for Physically Impaired. The Florida Easter Seal Camp Challenge.
Earn college credit and salary while gaining
great exp. for Resume. Room and board free I
Cabin Counselors, Lifeguards, and Program
Speclalists needed. Located 1 hr. N of
Orlando. Call 407-886-6653 for an appt. or
write to Rt. 1 Box 350 Sorrento, Fl. 32776.
Florida Marketing Opporrunity, Marian Farms
Inc. A Central Florida peat Mining Co. and
Tree Fann Operation, 30 miles west of
Orlando, has an opening for a Sales Rep to
cover Central- East Florida, marketing soil
mixes to nurseries and trees to developers.
Requiremenr.s: Degree, prior sales experience, proven maturityandstabHity,organlied,
teachable. Compensation: $17,000 - $20,000
plus car, expenses, benefits and future
oomm1sslon bonus. Reside any where in
Central Florida. Call David Counihan, V.P. cJ
o Marian Farms or Shawn Hillary oolle<:t at
904-429-4151 .
Planning A Trip To Europe? ..bin Iha Euro
Work & Travel Club, and save $100's, fr finance your entire trip by worklng as you travel.
For full detalls, send a SAE plus $2 p&h to:
EWTC, Suite 211, 91 Pomt Judi!h Road.
Narragansett, RI 02882.
ATIENTION: Excellent Income for home
assembly work. Info. Call 504-646-1700 Dept
p307

Nursery Attendant Needed Sunday Mornings
from 8:15 - 12:15. $4.50 hr. Loving atmosphere for loving person at Methodist Church in
Longwood. Call Linda @ 695-4466.
Responsible people Wanted to clean homes.
Earn 6.50/ hr. Plus incentive. Call 365-1880 ..

Wanted: Alpine car stereo amplifier. Prefer30
watts per channel but will consider any. Call
Tom at282-8183 .

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Or1e mile from UCF Campus
All types of student documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word processing.
Fast • Professional • Accurate
WORDMASTE RS 277-9600

.,

Let me type your term f>aper, etcl Call Gaye
at 695-3026 $2.00 a page.
WORDPROCESSING. Termpapers,
resumes, letters. Reliable, quick, close to
campus. Very reasonable rates beginning
at $1/ page for papers and $5 for resumes.
Many extras available. 281-0499.

..

TUTORS
German 1-3, French 1. 678-8643.

Wanted: Pentax K mount zoom lens with focal
length of 80-200. Will consider any K-mount
zoom. Call Tom at 282-8183.

....
The Church At Alafaya,
Southern Baptist Church
At the UCF Holiday Inn Amphitheater
1O am Sunday Everyone Welcome.
Horizon Travel Agency
Call for low Airfare-Cruise quotes. Call 2810836
Attorney Wayne Shoemaker. former Asst.
State Attorney, Defense of: DUI, Traffic Citations, Easy Pymt Plan, Free office consult.
843-0750.
Video Taping Service avallable for: Parties,
Birthday's, Wedding's, and etc. Also, Need a
oopy of your worldly possessions on tape for
insurance purposes? Call 677· 7563 for more
information.

ExceOent Word Processing - 366-0538.
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.
Fa.st Typing Service
Quick, professional service. Free revisions.
UCF's oldest typing firm. Same day and
weekend service. Visa & Mastercard. Over
18,300 satisfied students and only 4
grouches!
611-3007.

Waitress Wanted- Lunches and some evenings. Part time. Call Beth. J R Jakes Pub.
677-4169.

Resumes and cover letters. Designed, revised, typed - 657·0079.

Taking Applications for a Classified Ad Assistant. Stop by the Future Bus. Office M-F.

KCO Inc. WP/DP $1- 2.50/ pg. 678-6735."

..Chn,
Thanks for the Howers.

Lisa

111t.1111111111111a
Medium height. in-shape redhead female is
seeking a fun-loving male for a fun and
thoughtful companionship. Would also like
those who don't normally answer one of these
ads. I love to dance, go out and have a good
time. See you soon!
LH8996
Tall beautiful Femal&, looking for a...
Want to put in a Lonely Heart. but don't know
what to do? Just stop by the Future's business
office and fill out a lonely Hean form. For more
info call Scott at ext 2601. And start getting
great results!

•

Want to respond to a Lonely Heart. but don't
know how.? Just write your response.put it in
an envelope with your name and address in
the upper left hand corner, put the LH# in the
lower left hand comer, and a stamp on the
upper right hand corner. Put that envelope in
another envelope with $1 and send it ID The
Centrsf Rorlda Future P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, FL 32816. r:Jo Lonley Hearts. Or
bring it by the Future's business office during
regular business hours.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE,
ENTRY LEVEL

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

This December or Recent Graduates
Put Your New College Degree To Work
Bright, agressive individual required for development & expansion of major national corporation, expanding in Central Florida.
Management trainees begin at $1200/ mo.+ OT with
1st year income of $17,000, minimum. Advancement to
management based on performance and merit, annual
earnings growing to $25,000 to $50,000/year. Recent
degree preferred. For interview, contact Tom Mckenna
at (407) 843-5411 or send resume to:

Saturday Vigil Mass
6:00 P.M.
Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
Choir Rehearsal
Wednesday, 7:00 P.M.

Enterprise Co.
35 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando, FL 32801.

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
PART TIME, MANAGEMENT INTERN
We offer:

1501 Alafaya '!rail
. 275-0841
ll

WELCOME

•
•
•
•
•

20-35· hours per week
Flexible scheduling
11 area locations
Training program
Competitive compensation

If you will be graduating in the next 18 months and are
interested in part time work to gain management experience, contact Tom Mckenna at (407) 843-5411.

lf you need help doing your
taxes, call or visit your local IRS office.
· And make your taxes less taxing. ·

Make your taxes
}e&g taxing.

Do them today.

I(YolJr Cup

Run

n

e th .
Over.•.
Let Someone Else
Driveth You Home

.
.,
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IRS wins intramural soccer title
by Biii Foxworthy
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

•.

•

The intramural soccer season ended Monday
eveningwith IRS beating the Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity's team, 2-1, to take the A-league
championship.
"It was a tough game," IRS player David
Scott said. "We knew ATO was a good team, but
this time we were better."
In the first half, Patrick Murphy III opened
the scoring for IRS with a header into the net.
Dave Blair scored ATO's only goal in the contest. The score remained tied at one for the rest
of the first half and well into the second.
With just over two minutes to play in regulation, I.RS's Darren Crampton scored on an indirect free kick. He made a sliding kick that sailed
past the outstretched arms of the diving ATO
goalie.

TENNIS
FROM PAGE 12

•

Burdell said of the Conkling-Jackson doubles
team.
Pat Curry and Al Menozzi have battled for
the No. 1 singles position throughout the season, but Burdell has placed Curry in the No. 1
slot.
She feels this lineup matches up better with
other teams since Curry is a stronger allaround player and Menozzi is a baseline player.
"I like this lineup because the No. 1 players

The ATO team tried to tie the game, but IRS
limited them to one shot on goal in the final two
minutes.
I.RS was an independent team. Its members
did not even know each other before the team
was formed.
"We were just a conglomerate of talented
players," Murphy said. "We were the Cindarella
team."
"We all just showed up for the first game of
the season," Scott said. "We never even had a
practice."
The Lamda Chi Alpha Little Sisters defeated
the Pi Beta Phi sorority 5-1 in the women's
league championship game.
Both teams were undefeated in the regular
season and the top seeds from their respective
divisions.
In the B-league championship game, the
Strikers beat Sigma Alpha Epsilon II, 6-2.

are typically aggressive players while the No. 2
players are more of a baseline and backcourttype player," Burdell said.
Burdell said the team could use support by
UCF students at the tennis matches to help the
team come out of its losing streak. The team
returns to action Friday at the UCF tennis
courts against Miami Dade-North. The match
begins at noon.
UCF will also play five home matches next
week against Kalamazoo (March 21), Florida
State (March 22), Akron (March 23), Cleveland
State (March 24) and Franklin Pierce (March
26).

-t~:-.· GREAT AMERICAN

SMOKEOUT
•

---------------------------~~----:------;

ALICIA & TANGELA PRODUCTIONS
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CLASSIC
FROM PAGE 12

couple of times. Playing in the
tournament gives the players
good incentive."
Leading Evansville's attack
is senior southpaw pitcher
Craig Fischer and designated
hitter Art George. Fischer,
who finished last year with a
3.90 ERA, struck out 19 batters in his first start. George
batted .376 last year.
Davidson
coach Jim
Stoeckel looks forward to a
good week of games.
"We're looking forward to
play against some good
teams," Stoeckel said.
Davidson will be one of the
smaller colleges the Knights
will play this year. It has an
enrollment of 1400 students
and does not a ward scholarships. But Stoeckel believes
his team will be competitive.
"(Greg) Wilcox is capaple of
beating anyone when he's on,"
Stoeckel said of his star

RANKINGS
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University of Central Florida
UCF Theatre
Sunday - March 19, 1989
5:00 p.m.

•

Sponsored by
The Office of Minority Student Services
&

The UCF Theatre Department

pitcher. Wilcox (2-0) had an 115 record last year.
Stoeckel said his team is a
young team and will benefit
from the tournament.
"Our best prospects are our
kids," he said. "We've got some
young pitchers who are good,
but they need a lot of innings."
Stoeckel added that the bad
weather hurt the team. Because the team is young, they
could have used the experience
those games would have provided.
Bergman would not make
any predictions but said, "I
hope we win - we gotta win .
We were runnerup the last two
years so we're due."
The Knights will be led by
rightfielder Jim Crone,
catcher Bobby Kiser and pitchers Brian Ahem and David
Goins.
Bergman also expects Mike
Josephina back. He has been
out for the last two weeks with
a sprained knee and leads
UCF with a .371 batting
average.

top 25.
There have been few surFROM PAGE 12
prises for the team thus far.
But Bergman noted, "(Bobby)
schools as Miami (6), South Riser's slow start surprised us,
Florida (12), Florida (13), FSU but he hit the ball well last
(15) and Jacksonville (27) were week."
Kiser wentll-23 over
also in the poll. UCF plays at
South Florida on March 28 and spring break to raise his
average over 90 points, includhosts Florida on March 29.
"If we continue to win the ing a three-run homer in the
games before the South Flor- ninth inning against Oklaida and Florida games, and we homa. He also homered and
are able to beat one or both of had the game-winning hit
those games, then we will re- against Michigan.
Despite the Knights' recent
ally move up in the poll,"
success, Bergman said the
Bergman said.
UCF (16-8) won eight team takes each game one at a
straight games over spring time.
"Baseball is a game you play
break to catapult to the 30th
spot. Among the victories were one game at a time," Bergman
a dramatic come from behind said. "You can't look behind
victory over Oklahoma and you and you can't look ahead.
consecutive wins over Michi- The playoffs are a long way off
gan. The preseason baseball so we can't worry about that
poll ranked both teams in the now."

Nationally ranked Knights host classic
UCF looking to win
competitive tourney

Knights bolt to No. 30
with winning streak

by Roy Fuoco

by Roy Fuoco

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCFwillhostits annual spring classic baseball tournament March 20-25.
The teams competing with UCF include Davidson College, Rider College
and the University of Evansville.
UCF baseball coach Jay Bergman
said he is excited about the tournament.
"I think it will be a great tournament," Bergman said. "It's a very balanced tournament."
UCF (16-8) has an advantage going
into the tournament. The Knight baseball team has played 24 games this
year. Entering this week, Rider has yet
to play - its early games have been
snowed out. Davidson's first 15 games
have been rained out and Evansville
has played just eight games.
Although they are only 2-6,
Bergman expects Evansville to be one
of the teams to beat. Evansville finished its best year under Coach Jim
Brownlee at 44-20 and defeated perennial power Arizona State in last year's
NCAA tournament.
Evansville returns 1 7 players from
last year's team, but need to replace
three pitchers who combined for 31
victories, including Andy Benes. The
San Diego Padres picked Benes as the
No. 1 pick overall in the 1988 draft.
"We're just trying to get our identity," Brownlee said. "This week in
Florida will be real good for us."
Brownlee said he will use different
combinations and use the tournament
as a spring training before his team
begins conference play.
"Of course, we are going to come
down to win it," he said. "!like sitting in
one place and playing each team a
SEE CLASSIC PAGE 11

BUI FoxworthylCENTRAl FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF baseball team has been rewarded for three wins over two ranked
teams last week by being ranked No. 30
in the latest ESPN/Collegiate Baseball
poll.
"I think when you beat ranked
teams three times, you deserve it,"
Knight coach Jay Bergman said. "I
would have been disappointed if we
were not ranked after the week we
had."
He pointed out that it is important
for UCF to be ranked.
"We have to be ranked or we won't
get into the tournament," Bergman
said. "It's extremely important, especially since we are an independent. The
ranking gives us a visibility factor."
Although he is pleased and not surprised by the action, Bergman put the
ranking into perspective.
"I think (the poll) is telling us that
we did a good job last week, but now
show us what you can do," Bergman
said.
He mentioned that in 1986, after
winning a state record 26 straight
games, UCF was ranked No. 28. The
team then lost two close games to Florida State and fell from those rankings
for the rt::st of the year.
Bergman feels the team must prove
that it belongs in the poll, and that it is
very important that the team does not
slump.
"We need to do well over the next 10
games to solidify our ranking,"
Bergman said. "There is room for us to
move up in the po11 because some teams
ahead ofus will fall and they do not play · the competitive schedule that we do." ·
Six of the top 30 teams were Florida

Randy Kotchman waits for the pitch in UC F's 10-9 victory over Michigan Sunday.
The team's eight-game winning streak boosted the team to a No.30 ranking.

SEE RANKING PAGE 11

Young women's tennis team working hard
by Chris Brady
SPORTS EDITOR

The UCF women's tennis
team lost a 7-2 decision to the
University of Louisville Monday.
No. 1 singles player Julie
Fisher and No. 6 Christy
Brown won the team's only two
matches against Louisville.
Fisher defeated Michelle
O'Bryan 6-4, 6-0 and Brown
topped Shannon Becht 7-5, 61.
The loss to Louisville
dropped the Lady Knights'
record to :l-8. Head coach
Kathy Pell feels the team's
inexperience was part of the
reason for the record.
"I would have liked to win

"Julie is a great leader
and plays hard, and you
can't ask for better. I
think the No. 1 doubles
team has a chance to
win the conference title."
- Kathy Pell
Women's Tennis Coach
more but it has a lot to do with
a young team," Pell said. "We
will become stronger as we
gain more experience."
Fisher, a junior, and sophomore Kelly McGillicuddy, the
No. 2 player, are the team's
only upperclassmen.
The remaining players are

freshman who are playing in
their first season at the collegiate level.
"I wish we could be more
mentally tough, but that
comes with experience," Pell
said. "They are all working
hard and practicing hard.
"I am not displeased be-

cause they are all doing their
best and I can't ask any more
than that. As long as the players are putting forth their best
etfort, I can't complain."
Brown holds the best
singles' record with a 6-1
mark, followed by Fisher (6-4)
and McGillicuddy (5-4).
The No. 1 doubles team of
Fisher-McGillicuddy has a 6-3
record.
"Julie is a great leader and
plays hard, and you can't ask
for better." Pell said. "And I
think the No. 1 doubles team
has a chance to win the conference title."
Fisher-McGillicuddy lost
their match Monday to Louisville (6-3, 6-4).
In UCF's only two confer-

ence matches, the doubles
team beat Stetson and lost to
Florida International.
"Their win against Stetson
was the only match we won
and the FIU loss was in three
sets," Pell said. "We haven't
seen all the tea.ms (in the conference) and we won't until the
tournament begins."
UCF will play one more
conference match in the regular season. The team plays St.
Thomas University Friday at 2
p.m. at the UCF tennis courts.
The Lady Knights will play
five matches next week at UCF
against Muskingum (March
19), Ohio State (March 20),
Georgia Tech (March 22), Akron (March 23) and Harvard
(March24).

Weather puts damper on men's tennis team
by Chris Brady
SPORTS EDITOR

The UCF men's tennis team
is on a four-match losing skid
after a 9-1 start.
The Knights lost their
fourth straight Tuesday to
Samford University, 8-1.
Steve Huber, the No. 6 singles
player, won UCF's only match
(4-6·, 6-3, 6-4) against Samford.
Head coach Lori Burdell

feels the team's slump was due
to the inability to play every
day. The Knights were unable
to play several days over
spring break because of the
weather.
"We haven't been playing
every day because of the rain,"
Burdell said. "We weren't able
to practice and had to go right
into the matches without practicing the day before.
"Some of the matches we

should have won, but we are
not match-tough right now."
·T he team also played tough
opponents during the break
which, coupled with the
weather, contributed to the
losses. Two of UCF's four
losses came to Oklahoma, a top
Division I team, and Hampton,
the No. 1 ranked team in Division II.
"Everyone is in a slump
right now, but we have had to

play some tough matches,"
Burdell said. "I think we will
definitely finish with a winning record."
The winning record would
be improvement over last season, when the team finished at
11-12. Burdell thinks once the
team is able to practice or play
a match every day, the team
will come out of its slump.
"I think we will get back into
a groove again soon and start

playing up to our potential
again," Burdell said.
Despite the team's slump,
Huber has maintained a 12-2
mark in singles play. The
doubles team of Ray Conkling
and Ken Jackson have also
played well, notching an 8-5
record.
"In our tough matches, they
come through for us real well,"
SEE TENNIS PAGE 11
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Introduced to the public in
1986, Voice of The Beehive is
a young band toying with
success in their first
album, Let It Bee.

•

•
by Steven M. Conner

•

•

W

hatever you do, don't compare them to the Bangles;
they hate it. Melissa, one of
Voice of The Beehive's two lead vocalists, said she doesn't know why there
are so many comparisons to the
Bangles. "The Bangles are an all-girls
band. We're obviously not. Tracey and
I are the only girls in the band."
The critics are right in their comparisons when they stick to the harmonies. Voice ofThe Beehive is definitely
a band rich in harmonic blend. Beyond
the harmonies, the comparisons end.
Voice of The Beehive,
consistin g of sister s
Tracey Bryn and Melissa
Brooke on vocals, rt.Like
Jones on guitars, Martin
Brett on bass and ex-Madness drummer Woody, was
introduced to the musicbuying public in 1986 with
the independent single release of "Just A City." A
few weeks later, the band signed with
their current label, London/Polygram.
The road the band has taken to get to
the release of their debut outing, Let It
Bee, has been a bizarre one.
In 1985, Tracey decided to take an
extended holiday in Europe. Her experiences on the Continent inspired the
song "I Walk The Earth." Tracey eventually returned to the States, longing to
return to Europe.
Several days later; Tracey heard
Bow Wow Wow's, "I Want Candy."
That's all it took. Tracey dropped everything, literally, leaving her apartment in the arms of her sister, and
headed back to England to find her
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musical niche.
Melissa reflected that "Tracey was
basically fed up with life here, so she
left."
Tracey eventually wound up collaborating on songs with Mike Jones, who
was living on the same street at the
time. Melissa joined the two during a
vacation and recorded a demo of"Just
A City."
The independent label, Food, expressed interest in the song. Melissa
decided to stay.
Melissa described the process by
which they were "discovered."
"It's kind of bizarre how it all happened. We had a friend who was working at a Xerox-type copying place and
he had received a notice by an independent label for a print order. The
notice was calling for a band with female lead singers.
rrwe contacted the label and eventually wound up with an audition. We
thought we would go to the audition,
the guy would listen to us, etc., but no.
The guy laughed at u s."
Intent on someone listen\ ing, they persevered.
, "Tracey's boyfriend was also
in a band at the time, so we
decided to put ourselves on
Side B of a demo their band
was putting together. Totally by accident they listened to Side B and decided
to sign us and not them,"
Melissa said and then added, "Tracey
doesn't see him anymore."
The band spent many months on the
road in support of their first album, Let
It Bee, winning over fans across Europe.
One of the most inviting aspects of
this group on tour is their respect for
the fans. After their concert at Visage
on Feb. 21, Tracey was sitting on a
curb consoling a crying fan.
It turns out the girl felt close enough
to Tracey to discuss with her some difficult times she was facing in her life.
Music can carry a heavy message.
Many groups would not want to be

J

SEE VOICE PAGE 6
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Powerful 'Lean on Me'

~raws

standing ovation

by Richard E. Karman

D
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Movie Review

Calendar
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• Shakespeare Festival
At 8 p.m. on March 29 at
Rollins College Auditorium,
John Andrews, Editor of
Guild Shakespeare (Doubleday) and former Deputy
Director of NEH Education
Programs, will deliver a publlc lecture and hold panel
discussions on the topic of
"To Look On Love And Not Be
Shaken: OSF's The Tempest
and The Taming Of The
Shrew." This lecture is the
ftfth in a series being presented by the festival organizers at the University of Central Florida.

G.

Avildsen·s most successful projects seem
to be the "stand-up-andcheer" films which include
Rocky. The Karate Kid. and
its sequel.
Avildsen's latest film, Lean
On Me, is definitely a "standup-and-cheer" kind of movie,
that is most enjoyable to
watch.
Lean On Me is based on the
true story of educator Joe
bullying everyone he comes
Clark. Some 20 years ago,
in contact with are only a few
Clark (Morgan "Screamin'"
of Clark's methods.
Freeman) was kicked out of
Freeman gives a terrific
his teachingjob at Patterson
performance as the discipliEastside High, New Jersey's
narian, Joe Clark. Around of
ghetto high school. He was
applause also goes to Guiltransferred to a grade school
laume for his portrayal of Dr.
because of politics. And it's
Napier.But what helps out
politics that bring Clark back
Lean On Me is the strong
to Eaststde 20 years later.
script. Powerful screaming
The mayor is up for rematches that pit Clark
election, and Eastside's exagainst Napier, the faculty
tremely lowtest scores on the
and protesting parents are
Minimum Basic Skills Test
WarMr 11ro1. inc.
could cause the state to take Thomas Sams (Jermaine Hopkins) pleads with his high school great to listen to.
Another film based on a
over the school. It's also a principal Joe Clark (Morgan Freeman) in "Lean On Me.
true story about a teacher
threatening force to the
mayor's campaign.
Realizing there
making a difference was Stand and
isn't a better man for the job, Clark is
Deliver. Instead of dealing with stusummoned to de-militarize Eastside
dents just trying to pass the minimum
High and lift the students• test scores
required material, they're shown learnfrom 33% passing to 75%.
ing algebra and tligonomeqy, lea~
Dr. Frank Napier (Robert Guillaume)
up to their taking of a non-required
tracks down Clark and tells h1m about member, drug dealer and hoodlum.
advanced calculus test
the problem he faces. Although still
J aJme Escalante (Edward James
This action results in decreasing the
bitter about the past~ Clark can't resist school's population by one-third.
Olmos) gives up peer respect as well as
and comes back to Eastside High as
By demanding a lot from his faculty a better paying job, and decides to
principal
and students, Clark starts to shape up make a difference by teaching kids that
With a megaphone in his hand. and his school.
they can learn math too.
the power invested in him, Clark cleans
Repainting the walls, forctng every
the school out by expelling every gang student to learn the school song. and
SEE MOVIE PAGE 4

• "I Am What I Am"
Riding on the success of their
debut album, Shoottng Rubberbands At The stars, new
artists Edie Brick.ell & New
Bohemians will be performing at 8 p.m. on Wednesday,
March 22 at the Bob Carr
Auditorium. Tick.ets for the
concert are $16.50 and are
available at all TicketMaster
locations.
• Harlem Globetrotters
The world famous Harlem
Globetrotters are coming to
town. At 8 p.m. on Saturday,
March 25 the Orlando Arena
will serve as the stage for the
Globetrotters to give their
performance. Tick.ets for the
show range in price from
$9.50 to $15 and are available at all TicketMaster locations.

Movies

Metal Church "devastating"

TOP TEN ALBUMS

• Ballet
At 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. on
March 25 at the Annie
Russell Theatre on the
Rollins College Campus,
Sou them Ballet Theatre will
present -ihe Apprentice Program Dancers" in concert.
The performance will showcase Classical Ballet. American Jazz and Modem Dance.
Tickets are $7 for adults and
$5 for students.

week ending March 12, 1989

This list Is complied by the number of albums, cassettes, and
CDs sold. Courtesy of PEACHES Music and Video.

Albums

by Blll Morrissey
• Blessing In Disguise

Artist: Metal Church
Producer: Terry Date

B

LEssma IN DrsamsE, the
latest . release from
speed metalists Metal
Church, has proven that not
all newmetal has to be meaningless. sugar-coated garbage.
Unlike the pathetic lack of
musical originality profoundly · exhibited by bands
such as Poison, Skid Row,
and the Bullet Bpys, Metal
Church takes a more involved approach to their
music. Combining a wellorchestrated mixture of accoustic guitar breaks, time
chariges and the speed of
thrash metal, the band
comes across with a devastating battery of energetic
brilliance.
Despite the departm:e of
original vocalist David
Waym~ and guitarist Kurdt
Vanderhoof, n,ewly-acquired
members Mike Howe (exHeretic vocalist) and John

Marshall (guitar), flt perfectly
into the line-up and contribute substantially to the
album's distinctive rough
edge.
Blessing picks up right
where their 1986 release
!he Dark" left off. The use of
powerful images and relevant social issues displayed
in the lyrics is done in a very
intelligent and sophisticated
manner, and gives the album
a serious tone which works
to its fullest potential. Vanderhoof wrote all the lyrics
for the album before leaving,
except for "Of Unsound
Mind," written by John
Marshall.
Side one contains two
outstanding tracks, "Fake
Healer" and "Rest In Pieces
,(April 15, 1912)." "Fake
Healer" deals wtth the
contradiction: · between
money and the medical profession, and "RI.P." tells the
tragic tale of the sinking of
the Titanuc: Both songs are
powerful, both lyrically and
instrumentally.
Side two definitely satisfies speed metal enthusiasts
with the thrash instrumental, "It's A Secret," and !he
Spell Can't Be Broken," a
fast-paced number combining excellent double bass
drum work by KirkArrtngton
and interesting bass lines by

SEE METAL PAGE 8

1. Loe-Ed
Tone Loe
2. Travsl/ng Wllburys Vol. I
The Traveling Wllburys
3. The Uvlng Years
Mike and lhe Mechanics
4. Sllhoustts
KennyG.
5. Appettte for Destruction
Guns 'n' Roses
6. Vivid
Living Colour

7. Me/Issa Etheridge
Melissa Etheridge
. Watermark
Enya
9. Shooting Rubberbands Al
The Stars
Edie Brickell & New
Bohemians
10. The Great Radio

Controve1Sy
Tesla

Few musicians are able to
have a style as intriguing and
versatile as the Gipsy Kings.
The album's versatility is
one of its strong points. From
pulsating dance melodies to
soothing ballads, the Gipsy
Kings are capable of moving
one through planes of
thought rarely obtained in
today's muscial offerings.
The lyrics are sung in Gitane, which is a combination
of Spanish, Catalan and Provencal. At first this might
by S~ Humphrey
seem bothersome, but it is
inevitable thatNicolas Reyes'
• Gipsy Kings
enchanting voice, coupled
Artist: Gipsy Kings
with the seven acoustic gui~oducers: P.E.M./Vanessa
tars, will lure one into a feeling of escaping to the romanHE GIPSY KINGS ARE an
authentic band of tic culture of the musicians.
From the first track on the
Gypsies from the
album, "Bamboleo," which
south of France.
The group consists pri- has a bouncy, dance beat, to
marily of seven relatives (all "Inspiration," one of the
of whom are related to the album's intoxicating instrurenouned Gypsy singer Jose mentals, the- Gipsy Kings
Reyes), who play the acoustic
SEE GIPSY PAGE 4
guitar.

T

• End.an Theatre
The two films, A Summer
story and Futuropol.ts, will
continue their run through
March 19 at the Enzian The- ·
atre ln Maitlanq. Summer
Story ran briefly last October
but has returned for some
encore showings. Set in 1902
Britain, the film tells the story
of young lovers and their
problems in life; Futuropolts
is a collection of short fantasy
films put together by the
people behind the Intemattonal Tuumees ofAnimation.
Call the Enzlan Theatre for
more infonnatlon.
,.
;. .
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Madonna the PR tramp
by Steven Conner

that Madonna is a publicity
queen? She prides
herself on making everyone
scream. It has got to be part
of her master plan - and
when I say master plan, I
mean one that has been very
carefully planned out. That fs
the only rational way to explain it.
Take the video. In "Like a
Prayer," Madonna has blatantly tackled every possible
controversy she could during
the running time of the
video. Burning crosses, statues of saints coming to life,
kissing. or better yet, making
out with statues of saints
that have come to life, rape
and, of course, the infamous
~edla Honw Entertaln,,..nt
scene where Madonna cuts
Gene Hackman and Danny Glover star in Bat 21, a true Vietnam War story that is more about the palms of her hands and
friendship than war and more about survival than winning. The video is available April 5.
the holes resemble those of
Jesus' on the cross.
Must I remind you of all
the fervor that was created
ooK FOR IBESE videos to be released to
over The Last Temptation of
your local video stores in the next
Chrtsr?Doyou think thefilm
month along with many other new
would have been nearly as
releases.
successful as it was, had it
not been for all the free press
Funny Dirty Little War
William C. Anderson.
ft received?
This 1983 Spanish film. originally titled No
Ifyou really think about it,
Habra Mas Penas Nt Olvtdo, ts a satire of Dead Ringers
Madonna has always been
human follies as petty rtvalries erupt into a Identical twm doctors share the same apart- shrouded in controversy and
local civtl war. Directed by Hector Olivera. ment, the same practice and the same tt has only helped to enhance
this movie won the Silver Bear Award for the women - until one special woman enters her career. For her first
Best Film at the Berlin Film Festival
their lives. throwtng them into a downward album, many had problems
spiral of sexual confusion, drugs and mad- with the image. The rosary
Bat21
ness. This 1988 thriller recetved critical ac- beads. the crosses and the
Starring Gene Hackman and Danny Glover, clabn and great turnout at the box office. The teasing way she had of dressthis movie takes a unique, humanistic look at film stars Jeremy Irons and Genevieve ing herself had conservatives
the Vietnam War. Directed by Peter Marckle, Bujold, is dJrected by David Cronenberg (The screaming for censorship.
the movie is based on the book Bat 21 by Fty ).
Like A Vtrgill, Madonna's

H

IP TO TI-IE FACT

Coming soon to a VCR near you:

L

Videos

OUR IN-STORE DELI FEATURES
A HUGE SALAD BAR
FRESH SOUPS,
VEGGIES &
DESSERTS - "TO-GO"

Madonna
~

Network
second album, gave parents
heart problems because of
the title. The sexual conotations in the title track and the
money-grubbing theme of
"Material Girl" were more
than many could handle.
The third album didn't
escape its share of publicity
either. Papa. Don't Preach
had its rebellious theme as
well as the whole teenage
pregnancy thing.
Needless to say, Madonna
won't escape the publicity
with this album either, and
to assure that, she performs
a duet with Prince.
Do you see a pattern developing here?

GPODING'S COU~ON ii
COKE & COCA-COLA
PRODUCTS

2FOR$500
12-PACK

LIMIT 5 PER COUPON PER CUSTOMER
MUST BE REDEEMED AT GOODING'S OP UNIVERSITY ONLY
GOOD MARCH 16 THRU MARCH 22, 1989

COUPON
. --

49¢

605 PLU

CALIFORNIA
BUD
ICEBEERG LETTUCE

SWANSON GREAT START AILVARJBTIBS
MICROWAVEABLE BREAKFASST SANDIWICHES

5-6.2oz ... : 51.°'

SWANSON GREAT START
MICROWAVABLE BELGIAN WAFFLES

2-3.5 oz.... 99¢

OVEN READY PEPPERONI & CHEESE PIZZA 12"
IN OUR IN-STORE DELI - HOME MADE SPECIAL
BEACH TIME PARTY TIME SPECIAL - SUNDOWN TANNING LOTION
SKIN PROTECTION FACTOR 4 ,6, & 8
$2.99

OPEN 24 HOURS
DOUBLE
COUPONS
WINTER PARK
Unlvertlty Ii
Goldenrod

en-4500

LIMIT 15 PLEASE - DETAILS IN-STORE

PRICES GOOD 'AT
UNIVERSITY & GOLDENROD
ONLY

Prices & Items Effective
March 16 Thru March 22, 1989

(Quantity Rights
Reserved)
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Creep, crawl or squirm on down to OSC
be their natural setting. The whole thing is well
done. So well done, in fact, that eventually you find
'aREA1URES OF 1HE F'tnuRE," the new exhibit at yourselflooking at a picture of some creepy-crawly
the Orlando Science Center, chronicles Dr. that looks like the result of unnatural relations
ougal Dixon's vision of the world 50 mil- between a hippo and a manatee and saying, 'Yeah,
lion years from now. According to the Center's that makes sense.·
press release, .. the future looks weird."
The undisputed stars of this show, however, are
Brother, they ain't kidding.
three life-size mechanical models stationed at
But it's a good kind of weird, one that this various points around the displays. The first of
science-fiction fan enjoyed. The exhibit, which is these. the wooly gigantelope, stands about 5 feet
based on palentologist Dixon's book After Man: A tall at the hump, and measures about 12 feet long
7.oology of the Future, features drawings, dioramas from horns to tail. This futuristic monstrosity,
and Video presentations of various futuristic crit- which resembles a hairy sofa with legs and horns,
ters that Dixon says could evolve over the next moves its head up and down and all around, and,
5.000 millenia.
every so often, roars enthusiastically at the kidHighlights of Dixon's imaginary menagerie in- dies.
clude the flower-faced potoo, which is sort of a
I must digress at this point, and mention that I
cross between a bird and a venus fly trap (the attended the exhibit on the same day a kite festival
inside of its beak is colored and patterned like was being held on the Loch Haven grounds. There
flower petals), the rundihorn, which resembles an were a lQt of children running around the exhibit
antelope with a phased-array radar complex that day, and they seemed to be getting as big a
sprouting from its forehead, and the swimming kick out of the whole thing as I was. One little girl
monkey, which is pretty self-explanatory', except ran from diorama to diorama. stopping at each one
for the claws and flippers.
only long enough to exclaim "Oh my gawsh!" before
Each of the dozens of creatures featured in the speeding on to the next display.
exhibit is descrtbed in terms of habitat, ancestry,
The second mechanical animal, the night
food supplies and basic behavior. Dioramas show
SEE SCIENCE PAGE 8
replicas of the beasties in what Dixon expects may
by Erle Dentel

•

•

Orlando Science Center

The Night Stalker (above) is just one of the many
fear-evoking creatures on display at the exhibit.

MOVIE FROM PAGE 2
The two films are hard to
compare. Both are well done,
but different nonetheless.
Stand and DeUver is presented with an easier tone,
but
that's
because
Escalante's teaching style is
much quieter than Clark's.
The flash from Lean On Me
helps edge out Stand and
Deliver's smooth style, but
not by much.
Weekend Video Picks
The stay-home-and-killa-s:ix-pack weekend movie
rental is Nighthawks. It stars
Sylvester Stallone and Billy
Dee wrn1ams as two undercover cops who get transferred to an anti-terrorist
operation. They try to hunt
down terrorist Wolfgar
(Rutger Hauer) and learn
that "the only way to combat
violence is greater violence."

GIPSY FROM PAGE 2
have a unique talent of captivating their audience.
Because of the fusing of
several languages in the lyrics, few will be able to benefit
from the meaning of the
songs. Th.ts doesn't hinder
the album in the least because of the Gipsy King's
talents .
.. Un Amor" is one of the
album's ballads that convey
through its musical structure a type of love song despite the listener's inability to perceive it's meaning.
The arrival and popularity
of the Gipsy Kings' album in
the U.S. appears to be the
start of a musical trend. More
diversity and a widening of
musical tastes are allowing
new groups like the Gipsy
Kings to find a musical folio~.

·TODK

•

.Howtoget .
throu college with
money to 51Jare:
1. Buy a Macintosh.

•
•

•

•

•

·.
..
•

•

3. Get a nice, fat check.
Now through March 31, when you buy selected Macintosh® SE or Macintosh ncomputers, you'll get
a rebate fbr up to half the suggested retail price of the Apple00 peripherals you add on - so you'll save up to $800.
Ask for details today where computers are sold on campus.

Apple Pays Half

•

•

•

In stock now at the UCF Computer Store!
H you need help doing your taxes. call or visit i:our
local IRS office. And mal<e your taxes less taxl!'8·

l\1ake YQurtaxes less taxing.
Do them today.

For more information contact: UCF Computer Store,
The Computer Center II. Room 105. 281 -S4)4
CCI 1989 Apple Computer; Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, a11tf Maci11tosh are ivglsleretf lratfemalj.!s ofApple Computer; /11c. Certai11 nW'ictio11s app6: All rebat&· ~11bjt'd to
slrld co111plia11ce with the Terms a1itf Co1ulflio11s of/be ·~w ~Half ' Program G11itfeli11es. ml(lf/ab/e fivm .JOur authoriztKI Apple m;e//et: Ojfer l'Oitf 11~ probibilwf ~1· ln11:

•

•.._.._d,,,.-·~ ef;a

•
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Madonna shocks again, Janet to
conie back again, Elvis dead again
...-Madonna and Video
~
Madonna's new video for "Like a
Prayer" rocked
the world and
shocked the Catholic Church with its
M1V debut last week. Seems the
Church just doesn't approve of Ma- fried. "He looks guilty as hell to me,
donna wearing her slip to mass, Joe! I say fry him up good! Uh, could
doing a little flash dance, and then you pass me the com chips?"
virtually making out with a saint that
turns into a dancer (all in a dream, of ..-Penn's Pal
course). Gee, wonder what the prob- Now that Madonna has hit the road,
lem is?
it seems Sean Penn has a new flame,
20-year-old model Angelica .

Dirty Laundry

...- Cartoon Movies

This summer will be the year that ..-Holy Prince!
Hollywood goes to the toons. Dick Word around town is that the funk
Tracy, starrtngWarrenBeatty, ts due master himself, Prince, will be conout any month, as well as the long- tributing several songs to the upcomawaited Batman. But wait, there's ing soundtrack for the Batman
morel Barts and Natasha of "Rocky movie. Who knows what the master
and Bullwinkle" fame, will also be could have up his sleave.
released this summer. SC'IV's Dave
Thomas will play the evil Boris Bad- ..-Not Again. Daddy Warbucks
enov and Sally Kellerman will play Yes it's true, Annie II is set to go into
Natasha Fatale.
production anytime now with Albert
Finnery reprising his role as Daddy
..,. Death Train
Warbucks.How could he go through
Cat Stevens, the once-beloved folk- the torture again? The role of Annie
singer and peacenik of the late sixties has yet to be cast.
and early seventies renounced his
music years ago to join the Islam ,.. More Jackson News
religion. Now he has given up peace, Rumor has it that Janet Jackson's
calling for the death of Salman long awaited follow up to Control is
Rushdie for hiS book The Satanic getting the finishing touches as we
Verses.
Yes, times they are a- speak. Ace producers Jimmy Jam
changm'. In response, there have and Terry Lewis are once again rebeen recent Cat Stevens record ban- sponsible for production. Look for
n1ngs and burnings sponsored by the album to hit the stores somtime
several U.S. radio stations.
in April with a possible tour to follow .
... Dial HE" For Electrocution
In case you haven't heard, it's now

Ep.c l'ortl'Olt APoclal~

Producers Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis have once again taken the helm as
producers on Janet Jackson's soon to be released follow up to Control.
Jam and Lewis were at one time members of the now disbanded Minneapolis funk band - The Time. The pair won a Grammy for production in 1986.

possible to watch a half-hour program involving a real-life murder,
and then call in to vote on whether or
not the alledged murderer should be

..-Elvis Stamp Shot
The editors of Confetti are saddened
to announce the effort to put Elvis'
face on a U.S. postage stamp is dead,
but don't fret. supporters say they
aren't giving up the fight.
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Attorney General
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For more information and the applications, please come by the Student
Government Reception Desk, SC 155, or call 275-2191.
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Peace Corps
On-Campus Interviews
March 23, 1989
(Career Resource Center)

Poly<; ram

Voice of The Beehive made their Orlando debut on Feb. 21
at Visage and the crowd couldn't help but be surprised.

VOICE FROM PAGE 1
bothered by the problems of
their fans, but Tracey doesn't
want that to happen to Voice of
The Beehive. She said she
hopes "we can always do that
kind of stuff [talk to their fans
on a personal basis]."
What would happen if they
got too big? Tracey said she
didn't want to worry about it
until it happens, but did express the thought that, "I
think it's all in the attitude of
the band; if you don't want to
be that big you don't have to be.
Take a look at Bon Jovi, they
were just push, push to become
big and they did it.
"And look at U2 - they're an
Irish band, right, and they
come over here and start writing about angels of Harlem,
shooting videos in Las Vegas

and
wearing
cowboy
hats ... What about Northern
Ireland?"
It is indeed hard to tell
whether or not Voice of The
Beehive will ever become another U2, but one thing is for
sure, they are definitely
headed in a different direction.
Voice of The Beehive is a
band who is performing to
have fun. From the bizarre
costumes to the strange facial
expressions to the energetic,
almost frantic, movements,
the band is very entertaining.
Nothing U; more refreshing
than to see a band that doesn't
take themselves seriously.
And, not surprisingly at all,
the band seems to feel they
shouldn't have to, after all,
isn't music an expression of all
moods and feelings? Could the
Bangles say the same?

Your first job after graduation should offer you more than just a
paycheck. In science, education, agriculture, forestry, home
economics, industrial arts and other areas, Peace Corps volunteers
are putting their degrees to work where it's needed most while gaining
the experience of a lifetime:
• Currently 34 graduate schools across the country reserve
scholarships and assistantships specifically for former
Peace Corps members. Many graduate schools offer
academic credit for Peace Corps service.
• Quality work experience recognized by employers.
• Non-competitive eligibility for U.S. Government jobs.
• Language skills.
• Postponement of educational loans.
• $5,400 completion-of-service allowance.
• Opportunity to travel and to experience new cultures.
• And much more. Contact your Placement Office for an
interview appointment today.

PEACE CORPS
MIAMI RECRUITING AREA OFFICE
330 BISCAYNE BLVD.
Room 420

Miami,

FL 3313 2

CALL TOLL FREE AT: 1-800'468-2745

MAN CAUGHT WITH PANTS DOWN AT NEW LAUNDRY NEAR UCF !!!
The owner of the newly
opened Family Laundry,
Tom Smith, will do almost
anything to get your laundry
business. That is why he is
walking around with this barrel
on. That is also why he is
offering SUPER CHEAP prices
for you to do your laundry
during special hours for
U.C.F. Students only.
From 7-9 A.M. and 7-9 P.M
on Monday through Fridays
during March and April, all top
loader washers will be ONLY.,. ,
25¢ for students. Just show your
Student I.D. to our attendant
and we will help you.
·We al.so know that most
collge students·have too busy

•

•

"Wash, Dry and Fold"
Service for you at the
everyday low price of 50¢ a
pound. Clothes are also put
on new hangers at no extra
cost. So just drop off your
clothes and they will be
ready for you in just a short
time.

a schedule to always have
time to do their own laundry.
That is why we offer our

Family Laundry is located
just 3 miles north of U.C.F.
on Alafaya Trail in the
Alafaya Square Shopping
Center. They offer air-conditioning, color T. V. free
coffee, video games, "Wash
Dry, Fold Service", snacks,
soft drinks and a clean and
friendly atmosphere. So
bring friends and have fun.

•

.
•

•

•
•

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 366-2041
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:GRAND OPENING
AT
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ALLIE'S

..

RESTAURANT
'

: As.part of Allie's ~rand Opening Celebration, one
· . ; ofJhe world's largest ani~als ~ (~ 21'47 lb. elephant)
t will ~cpmpete a9ains.f twoi tean;i:~: 9f t~e world:s
.
.
: h4ngriest people in ~ spectactJlar Salad Eating Con~est.
I

•.

~

.

.

.

• Live broadcast .with K92-FM
• Free Prizes and Fun
• Saturday, March 18
. 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
10615 E. Colonial ·or., Union Park .
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tng original.
"Creatures of the Fllture"
stalker, was far and away my will be at the Science Center
favortte. You can see its hor- through May 29. Admission
rific visage leering at you to the center, which includes
from elsewhere on this page. this exhibit, is $4 for adults
The 6-foot high reproduction and $3 for children.
of this bat-mutant scared the
See it with someone or
bejeezus out of several some mind-altering subyoungsters, and gave me the stance you love.
· heebie-jeebies as well. Its
P.S. Your tour of the Scidiorama, which featured ence Center also insures you
three night stalkers eating the opportunity to see a func(apparently) Bambi, was tioning Foucault pendulum,
neat in its own way, but just which ls apparently too difflcould not compare to the cult for our physics departgrotesque, grinning, growl- ment to maintain.
SCIENCE FROM PAGE 4

....._

METAL FROM PAGE 2

Overall, Blessing In Disguise captures the essence of

Duke Erickson.
The rest of the album is
equally as potent, putting
forth a variety of innovative
riffs and progressions that
make the whole lot of pop
metal goons look as ridiculous as their half-baked
m usic soun ds.

quality metal, utillzing the
components of speed and
force quite effectively. So for
all of you out there who
thought that new metal was
being written explicitly for
twelve-year-old girls, renew
your faith. The Met al Church
ts back with a ven geance.

SOCIAL
SECURITY?
;·.·_·~ MANY

PEOPLE
ONLY KNOW·
HALF ··
. THESTORY
~

m

'

/

The first step in your
on-the -job-training
is the most important. Your choice of
JOB Cigarette Papers means you've
picked the finest
quality rolling paper
availabletoday. Only
then can you sit back
and enjoy some real
job satisfaction ... with
· the job that's right for
you.

Get the whole story
from the free booklet,
"Social Security, How
it works for you!'

-Call
1-800-937-2000

(~
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Knight-Light
Softball Tournament
March 19, 1989 at ll:OOam
at the Intramural Ball Field.

One-Pitch
Co-Ed.Teams
Double Elimination
Entry Deadline March 17

Learn the facts about the Iran Contra Scandal th at were n ot revealed by Congress
during the Congressional Investigation and
other shocking details, including:
• Oliver North's plan to suspend the
Cons ti tu ti on
•The CIA's long history of assassinations (including Americans)
• The CIA involvement in cocaine .
trafficking and support of the contras
• Reagan's secret deals with
Khomeini to undermine the 1980
election

Thursday, March 16, at 6:00 p.m.
There will be refreslunents and entertainment.
EnLry foe: $30 for students & $80 for ouLsidu lcams.

For more informativn call X2408.
- . ........ ~...... ,,

WILD PIZZA
,
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